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o To relate our reflections from JKWIS into a 
reflection on a Pakistani building

o To showcase the Sindh High Court as an 
example of architecture influencing the 
individual

o To reflect on the present and future of 
architecture in Pakistan



�Located in the city of Karachi
�The High Court is located in 

Saddar Town
�Saddar contains many 

examples of British colonial 
architecture apart from the 
High Court, e.g. 
Merriweather Tower



�The building houses the highest judicial 
institution in the province of Sindh; 

�Construction  started:1923
� Construction completed: 1929
�Total cost: Rs. 30, 35,000 in 1929.
�Provides accommodation for 18 Judges with 

chambers, court rooms, benches as well as 
the Attorney-General’s office.

�Contained within is also a Supreme Court 
Registry & High Court Bar Library.



� The High Court was designed in the Neo-Classical style 
of architecture and includes a dome.

� Made out of Rajastani sandstone

� Made along the axis of the Trinity Cathedral which 
connects to its forecourt and the Sindh State Assembly



� Includes a crowded intesection in the front (“Kabootar Chowk”-
Pigeon’s Roundabout)

� Has two faces; formal (for judges) and informal (for the public)

� Building is divided along two corridors, one for judge and one 
for the public



� Under the British Raj there was a need to establish its 
writ on legal & public life

� British rule was not inclusive
� The High Court served as symbol for colonial power
� The High Court achieved this through its:
1) Imposing neo-classical architecture resplendent with 

cupolas, balconies and Roman columns
2) Separation between the judges and public
3) Served as a focal point in a central part of the city
4) Public could not see beyond the imposing public face



� The Neo-Classical style indicates that the 
building was created as a remnant of the 
Victorian era 

� After independence in 1947- Pakistan 
maintained the British code of law but changed 
its governance

� This is reflected in the maintenance of the High 
Court but change in the Sindh Assembly building



�Layout draws the individual’s attention to 
the High Court

�Grandness of building and distance from 
forecourt to building underline solidity of 
the law to the individual

�Soft exclusion to separate judges and 
public to highlight detachment between 
both groups



�Architecture remains an undeveloped field 
characterized by a niche market

�There is disparate mix between dense 
urban sprawl & high-rise buildings and 
colonial buildings

�Most new projects are dominated by the 
private sector; often without any substance 
or sense of civic pride





�Problems faced by architecture include:
� A lack of appreciation for architecture
�A price-conscious clientele which restricts 

a scope for creativity
�Exposure to the internet which creates a 

“cut-and-paste” culture 
�There is hope to create more democratic 

and symbolic architecture





�A consensus has been reached talking to 
various architects; they agreed 
architecture should be:

1. More democratic in nature
2. Focus on creating emblematic & symbolic 

buildings to uplift morale
3. Urban planning should be more cohesive 

and mirror the fabric of the city



� 'Today, when more and more people tend to think 
dangerously alike, art's capacity to suspend, even for a 
moment, our habitual ways of seeing may be its greatest 
value.' 



� One on one interview with Tariq Hasan 

�Extensive research from the ArchiTimes 
magazine & archpress.pk


